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About Win's
Books

What we do:

Win’s Books LLC is the creator of Winnie Tataw’s
online world of wonder! It is the place for diverse
books and writers. Win’s Books was founded with the
idea of being able to give readers and authors the
magnificent fantasy books and stories possible.



 “Branding demands
commitment; commitment to

continual re-invention; striking
chords with people to stir their
emotions; and commitment to

imagination. It is easy to be
cynical about such things, much

harder to be successful.” 
 

– Sir Richard Branson



What is
Branding?

“A brand is a name, term,
design, symbol, or any other

feature that identifies one
seller’s good or service as

distinct from those of other
sellers” (American Marketing

Association).



For Recall and
Recognition
As long as the brand is used as
a cue, consumers will
recognize their previous
exposure to it. A consumer can
retrieve a brand from memory
using product categories,
product needs, purchases, or
usage situations as cues.

For Business Value
A measurement of an

organization's financial
health, customer value,

supplier value, employee
value, etc. 

For Trust and
Authority
The credibility of a brand
describes customer
perceptions of it as
credible.  

For Influence
Understand how word-of-
mouth and social influence
are managed by influencer

marketing.

Why is Branding
Important?



The
Branding

Guidelines
What to do and 

how to do it



Factors of 
a Great Author
Brand
Essential components to consider when launching
yourself as an author.

Your Genre

Your Writing Style

Your Personality

This can determine how aesthetically your brand looks
and is viewed by other genre factors. It can dictate
how you address your audience and how they address
you. 

The main reason that style matters is consistency.
Publishers of books or journals want readers to have a
consistent experience. Even if your content is written by
different authors or across long periods of time.

This has to come through in your brand. What makes
you a special person? What are your likes? Dislikes?
These things will help you better connect with your
audience on a personal level.



Factors of 
a Great Author
Brand
Essential components to consider when launching
yourself as an author.

Your Readers

Your Work

These are your consumers and top critques. Now
understand that not everyone that readers your book
maybe your target market. 

This is your pride and joy! It's what you've crafted and
created. And you're letting it be seen, read, and judged
by others. It can be challenging, but publicly and how
you manage it will set you from others. Be kind and
open but don't be a doormat.  



Create a Logo
For a strong presence

 To recognize that an ingredient is
present in the host product.
Distinctive icons must be used in
the logo. It is ideal for the logo to
serve as a "seal" and be
straightforward and versatile.
Regardless of where it appears, it
credibly communicates quality and
trustworthiness to consumers.  

my book
 logo



Flexibility is Key
 

when it comes to your logo

Consider changing once every five years. These should be the same
changes if you are expanding your brand or limiting it.  

Art logo Book logo

Main brand logo



Digital Branding
Since digital marketing has become famous for
communicating with and selling to consumers, brand
building has changed dramatically. The number of consumers
using online channels is growing. You and the consumer have
to evolve and change as the digital age increases. Overall
credibility (how long you've been writing, education, previous
publications, etc.) may be more likely to transfer than specific
benefit associations (your writing style). 

However, linking your brand to
other entities (books, genres,
colors, themes, etc.) is not
without risk. All of these factors
can come with prejudices or
stereotypes. So, find ways to
stand out and not fade into the
crowd. For example, I write
fantasy novels, but I love the
color pink. So, a lot of my
branding is pink hues and tones
with fantasy word bank terms
(whimsical, magical, etc.). 



Digital Branding
A few tips and tricks

Use videos to your advantage.
Use social media to get the word out about your
book launch.
Develop messages that appeal to your buyer
persona.
Create a compelling Call-to-Action on your landing
page.



Digital Marketing Tips

Get Network.

Try To Create A Blog.

Look at others in your gerne
are doing

Follow Influencers



Print Branding
It's not entirely gone!

Digital media is very different from print media. A
magazine or newspaper is excellent for providing
detailed product information because it is self-paced.
A magazine can also be used to visualize and depict
users' behavior. In addition, they are often highly
engaging. 

While newspapers, however, are more timely and
widely available. It is also challenging to deliver
dynamic presentations or demonstrations when
using print media due to the static nature of the
visuals.  



It is beneficial for visualizing brands, touching on
various emotions, and building communities around
brands. You should be combined the purchase and
consumption of your books  in product strategies to
realize the desired brand image 

Image

It is usually the case that an author has a unique
product brand. Although there are many types of
authors, it is not uncommon for an author to fall into
more than one category. A brand can have many
forms, but the most common are brand companies,
brand executives, brand products, and brand services.

Type

Depending on ta product's color, consumers can
perceive that product differently. An author's colors
should complement other aspects of its marketing
program and convey the same message as other
elements.

Color

Consistency is Cool
 When reinforcing your brand, consistency is the most

important factor in how much marketing support is
provided. 



Brand
Implementation
Go beyond the story you tell

Several factors distinguish one seller's good or service from
another seller's. Its name, terms, design, symbol, or any other
differentiation feature. It would be best if you informed the
reader of who you are as a person and an author. 

NEWSPAPER/MAGAZINE
ARTICLES
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
NONFICTION BOOKS
BIOGRAPHIES

FOUND IN:

INFORM
When the author writes

about a factual topic.
READER'S
PURPOSE:

I LEARNED
THAT...
NOW, I KNOW...



Brand
Implementation
Go beyond the story you tell

Consumers perceive book attributes' relevancy and desirability as being
associated with them. When readers read your work, there will be an
emotional impact. Empathy is associated with values that consumers hold
dear. This explains why emotional implications are relevant and desirable
(and why genres like romance are such a huge market). Your audience
must be persuaded that your brand and writing are worthwhile.

NEWSPAPER/MAGAZIN
E ARTICLES
ADVERTISEMENTS
COMMERCIALS
DEBATES

FOUND IN:

PERSUADE
When the author writes
about something with

the intention of
changing your opinion

to theirs.

I BELIEVE THAT...
I CHANGE MY
MIND ABOUT...

READER'S
PURPOSE:



Brand
Implementation
Go beyond the story you tell

For a brand to be effective, it needs to be uniform and
consistent in appearance and use. Your goal is to entertain and
engage your target audience with your writing and content. 

ENTERTAIN
When the author writes
about funny, interesting

or new topics to keep
your attention.

POETRY
FICTION BOOKS:

FANTASY
STORIES

FOUND IN:

IT WAS FUNNY
WHEN...
MY FAVOURITE
PART WAS...

READER'S
PURPOSE:



Personal Blog

Your journey can be shared with a broader audience by writing a personal
blog. Blogging is a good way to share your ideas and thoughts with an online

community.

Social media marketing involves promoting a product or service through
websites and social media platforms. It is usually the cheapest and easiest way

to brand yourself and market your content.

A community's members typically share common interests. It may feel like
home to many people who participate in online communities, where a

friend surrounds them. 

Online Communities

Authenticity is Key
 Embrace a hands-off approach to maintain the authenticity

of brand communities while allowing consumers to
participate. To keep your appeal and authenticity as a writer,
you must work hard. The following are some ways to achieve

this.

Social Media

Authentic voices and authentic points of view will help
them achieve cultural resonance. If your brand's efforts to
reach consumers contain any hypocrisy, your brand will be

parodied. 



WEEKLY
Content Planning

M
on

da
y

W
ed

ne
sd

ay
Fr

id
ay

Tuesday
Thursday

Saturday

Create a list of possible
topics for the upcoming

month's content.

Create a blog, video,
or podcast about your

company.

Post a various social
media platforms.

Come up with catchy
headlines for your

content.

Keep tracking of
everything you post on

social media.

Make a schedule for
all of your content.

To Do: Notes:



Include a short
introduction of
yourself as well as
links to your
social media

How to
STRUCTURE THE PERFECT BLOG POST

A CAPTIVATING TITLE

SUB-HEADER

CONTENT

SUB-HEADER

CONTENT

CALL TO ACTION

AUTHOR BOX

SAY HELLO

Always include
a call-to-

action like a
question for

your reader, an
invite to join a
masterclass or

email opt-in

Include
targeted
keywords in
your post
content

Add image
alt-text for
accessibility
and SEO Catch your

readers
interest and

entice them to
keep reading

Your title
should be

catchy,
captivating and

succinct



10
Essential Criteria For Creating An

Irresistible Lead Magnet Or Freebie

Drives the next steps along the purchase journey10.

Instantly attracts the interest of your target audience1.

Helps to solve a problem or struggle your audience faces2.

Your audience is willing to provide their email to access it3.

Looks professionally designed and branded4.

The content is quick and simple to scan, read and digest5.

Does not cause information overload or overwhelm6.

Home printer friendly (low-ink) if intended to be printed7.

Provides value even if your audience does not purchase8.

Leaves your audience wanting more of what you offer9.
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TITLE HERE

1-2 PARAGRAPHS ABOUT YOU HERE

SIGNATURE TOPICS

AS SEEN IN:

+
monthly website views

+
unique monthly visitors

+
email list subscribers

+
extra metric

Brand Kit

ADD HEADSHOT 
OR LOGO HERE

ADD PRESS HERE



Winnifred or Winnie, as most know
her, is an artist, entrepreneur, and
author of her debut series: The Gods’
Scion. Winnie has had a lifelong love of
literature and art. As a writer, she
wants to create a beautiful fantasy
world with compelling and intriguing
characters. Winnie loves to spread
positivity and joy to those around her
and look at the world through a glittery
pink lens.

Do You Need More Help?
Still have lingering questions about branding yourself as an

author? I'll be happy to answer all book, marketing, and writing
questions! Reach out to me, and I'll schedule a meeting with you
whenever works best for our schedules. If you're looking for more
helpful resources like this one, check out the blog on our website.

Thank you!

tel:8038231341
http://winsbooks.blog/
mailto:winnies.books1@gmail.com
https://winsbooks.blog/the-gods-scion-series-ya-fantasy-novels/
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